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1. Introduction

Mobile robots are used in a wide variety of applications and environments. We have a lot of examples like spatial missions, planet surveying, industrial cleaning, people transport, surveillance and security, material storage, underwater tasks, bomb deactivation, tunnel works, building industry, leisure toys, ...

One of the problems a mobile robot faces to is “knowing what is around”. To solve this problem the robot uses perception. There are many different types of “perceptions” of the surrounding that a robot can get using sonar, laser, infrared, pressure sensors, temperature measurements, sound analysis and of course real-time video. Real-time video can be used by the robot itself, if we have an autonomous mobile robot or by an operator if we have a teleoperated robot.

Real-time video produces a huge amount of data which requires a great deal of resources of storing capacity (for saving video data) and network bandwidth (for transmission). But, even though storage capacity and network bandwidth keep growing in present-day devices, video compression is mandatory.

When autonomous robots have to communicate with each other or when a teleoperator needs feedback of the environment or wants to send navigation commands to the robot we use a wireless link. In the first stages of mobile robot communication, proprietary RF systems were used. Nowadays WLANs are a good choice for implementing communications in a mobile robot due to its good characteristics: standardization, low cost, flexibility, high bandwidth, a certain degree of security, ...

IEEE’s 802.11 (IEEE-WG-802.11, 1999) standard is being increasingly used throughout corporations worldwide due to its good balance of cost, range, bandwidth and flexibility and along with 802.11e (IEEE-WG-802.11, 2002), that supplies QoS at MAC layer, form a good base to support multimedia traffic.

Although the main application area of wireless networks is related with user access to existing wired network infrastructure, other applications, like telerobotics can benefit from WLANs technology. The development of teleoperated systems has gained considerable
attention due to the new potential applications, such as remote production monitoring (Luo et al., 1999), remote exploration and manipulation in inhospitable environments (Hirzinger et al., 1993), tele-surgery (Kwon et al., 1999), and remote training. Important issues concerning communication channels, random propagation delays, bandwidth limitations, fault-tolerance, synchronization, tele-presence, and the stability of the robotic systems involving human operators have all been taken into account in different works across the literature (Brady & Tarn, 1998); (Elhajj et al., 2001). Most of them consider Internet as the interconnection network between telecontrolled systems and control stations (Goldberg & Siegwart, 2002).

The use of wireless channels for teleoperating mobile robots is not new. Most of the existing wireless-controlled robots use a specific (non-standard) radio-modem for communications between control station and robot. But this wireless channel is usually a point-to-point dedicated wireless link which works under good signal quality environments. Therefore, in that case, the wireless link does not represent a drawback in terms of performance of the overall system.

Other works describe implementations of teleoperation systems with standard wireless devices. In (Fong et al., 2001) authors use a PDA with an IEEE 802.11 wireless interface for telecontrolling a robot, and in (Sgouros & Gerogiannakis, 2003) the same was done through a WAP connection. However, they do not analyze the behavior and performance of wireless link for the correct operation of this kind of applications.

In IEEE 802.11 networks working in infrastructure mode, the access points (base stations) provide the network connectivity between mobile and wired hosts. WLAN nodes share the medium through a CSMA-CA protocol, so network latency may be significant and dependent of current traffic load. The time-varying conditions of the wireless channel, roaming processes and certain node mobility patterns, may disturb established communications, increasing packet loss ratio and the average delay and jitter, up to intolerant levels for certain kind of multimedia applications.

On the other hand, under this kind of error-prone environments, delivery of encoded video is a challenging task if a minimum QoS is demanded from applications. Video encoders should be prepared to recover damaged bitstreams employing one or several error resilience tools. Video codecs will play an important role in the overall application performance, being critical the ability of concealing network delivery errors to assure the minimum required video quality.

In this chapter we will show the results of studying three present-day codecs (H.264/AVC, MPEG-4 (DivX), VP7) and how they manage with packet losses (due to node mobility and time-varying signal quality) in a real wireless environment. A prototype has been built consisting of a mobile robot with a laptop on it. This laptop is equipped with a webcam and a wifi network card. Both timing measurements and video quality assessment have been performed in several scenarios. Our experiments have been done at different rates of background traffic and with the robot moving from good signal areas to places where wireless signal gets lost. We have used different packet sizes, different codec modes (intra/inter) and different video frame sizes (QCIF/CIF/D1). We have employed DirectShow technology and a client/server scheme. Some simulation has also been done to tune up our prototype.

The chapter is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the teleoperated framework that will be used in this work. Section 3 shows a detailed study of end-to-end delays in both
video and navigation data flows. In section 4 we analyze commercial video codecs and how they recover damaged bitstreams in scenarios where packets are lost. In section 5 we devise some real scenarios to measure the impact of different network conditions in our telecontrolled robot system. Finally, in section 6, some conclusions are drawn.

2. Mobile Robot System

In Fig. 1 we show the client/server framework implemented for this study. The server hardware consists of an ER1 mobile robot from Evolution Robotics (ERI, 2009) which holds a laptop on it (see Fig. 2(a)). The laptop has a webcam for capturing a video stream and a 802.11 WLAN network adapter which sends the video stream to the client (control station) and receives navigation orders to operate the robot. The robot hardware is controlled by the laptop through a USB port. The client hardware consists of another laptop connected to a Fast Ethernet network. We also have two workstations for injecting background traffic. The traffic sender is connected via a Fast Ethernet link and the traffic receiver is connected via a WLAN link.

![Fig. 1. Overview of the telerobotic experimental platform.](image)

The software applications developed (see Fig. 2(b,c)) are based on DirectX/DirectShow architecture (DirectShow, 2009). This enables us to use any of the commercial codecs available for this technology. DirectShow applications handle data through different “boxes” called filters which process and transform information. So, for encoding and decoding a video frame we will use a codec filter. Let’s talk about data flows in our framework. There are two different kind of data flows between client and server: video stream and navigation commands.

Video stream consists of RTP/UDP (Real-time Transport Protocol) (RFC-3550, 2003) video packets which are sent by the server and collected by the client. First, the laptop in the robot captures a frame using the webcam. This frame is compressed using one of the codecs installed in the laptop (we can also select “uncompressed” if we do not want to apply...
compression). After this is done, the RTP filter, which is based on LIVE555 Streaming Media Library (Live Networks, 2009) packetizes the compressed frame and then sends the packets to the client through the IEEE 802.11 link. The client receives the packets, arranges them and reassembles the compressed frame. This frame is decoded and finally rendered on the user interface window.

![Fig. 2. (a) ER1 and laptop, (b) Client application, (c) Server application.](image)

The other data flow, navigation commands, is sent by the user in order to control the robot. When the user issues a navigation command using the GUI client software, a short TCP packet is sent to the server. After receiving the navigation command, the server processes it in order to control the robot motion subsystem.

### 3. Delay Analysis

In this section we are going to analyze the control loop delay sources in both video and navigation flows. For that purpose we have selected three well known video test sequences: Foreman video sequence (400 frames) at QCIF format (176x144 pixels), Coastguard video sequence (300 frames) at CIF format (352x288 pixels) and Mobile video sequence (320 frames) at D1 format (720x576 pixels). For all video sequences we have fixed a common frame rate of 30 fps and a 4:1:1 YUV color space (12 bits/pixel).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Sequence</th>
<th>Codec</th>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Packets per frame</th>
<th>Delivery Delay (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreman QCIF</td>
<td>VP7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>29.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreman CIF</td>
<td>H.264</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreman D1</td>
<td>H.264</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>29.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have established three different compression levels: (1) the lowest image quality (a low-but-acceptable quality, around 27 dB of PSNR – Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio), (2) a medium video quality (around 33 dB), and (3) the highest image quality, offering around 39 dB (where further improvements on the quality are nearly imperceptible).

We have chosen three DirectX/DirectShow codecs under evaluation: MPEG-4 (MPEG-4, 2009), H.264/AVC (H.264, 2009) and VP7 (VP7, 2009). There are two available coding modes: intra and inter. In intra coding mode every video frame is individually encoded. However, when inter coding mode is configured, some video frames are individually encoded (key frames) and the rest are encoded taking as reference other frames. For inter mode we have configured them to produce a key frame every 15 frames (so we label it as inter-15).
3.1 Video stream delay

Video stream delay is the time elapsed since the robot’s webcam captures a single frame until the client renders it to the user. The first source of delay is generated by the robot’s webcam. By vd1 we represent the time the webcam takes to capture a video frame. From the webcam specifications, it takes from 5 to 20 ms to capture an image. Our webcam has resolutions that range from 160x120 to 640x480 pixels. So, we have lineally determined the capturing delay for each video format.

When compressing video, we will encounter delay vd2 which measures the time the video encoder takes to compress one video frame. This delay will depend on different variables such as the encoder used, the requested bitrate (opposite to the reconstructed video quality) and other compression parameters. If we do not compress video then vd2 will have a value of 0. In Table 1 we show the average delay for encoding and decoding a single video frame using a medium level of compression. Intra mode is usually faster than inter mode but produces a greater number of packets for delivery.

By vd3 we represent the time required to perform the packetization and delivery of one frame. We have used Wireshark (Lamping et al., 2006) network analyzer for measuring network delays. In Table 2 we show this delay using a packet size of 1272 bytes and a medium level of compression. We have measured it without background traffic (no traffic in the IEEE 802.11 and Fast Ethernet segments). We have also measured uncompressed video delivery at a resolution of 160x120 pixels. Here, the average delivery delay is 24.68 ms (with 23 packets per frame).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>QCIF - Foreman</th>
<th>CIF - Coastguard</th>
<th>D1 - Mobile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Encode</strong></td>
<td><strong>Decode</strong></td>
<td><strong>Encode</strong></td>
<td><strong>Decode</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.264 intra</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>27.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.264 inter-15</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>35.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG-4 intra</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG-4 inter-15</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>10.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP7 intra</td>
<td>14.61</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>26.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP7 inter-15</td>
<td>24.12</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>23.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Encoding and decoding delay (ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>QCIF - Foreman</th>
<th>CIF - Coastguard</th>
<th>D1 - Mobile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pkt/fr</td>
<td>ms/fr</td>
<td>pkt/fr</td>
<td>ms/fr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.264 intra</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>8.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.264 inter-15</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG-4 intra</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>8.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG-4 inter-15</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP7 intra</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>8.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP7 inter-15</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Delivery delay (ms) per frame and packets per frame

Once a packetized frame has been assembled at the client, it is delivered to the uncompressing module to get the reconstructed version of the original frame. The time required by the decoder to reconstruct the original frame is represented by vd4. If we do not compress video then vd4 is 0. See Table 1 for average decoding delay.
The overall video flow delay will be the sum of all these delays ($vd1 + vd2 + vd3 + vd4$). At a same level of compression (similar bitrate) all codecs produce a similar delay ($vd3$) when delivering a single frame through the network. So the difference between the codecs will be determined by the time needed to encode and decode one frame ($vd2 + vd4$). MPEG-4 has always proved to be faster than the other two codecs (Fig. 3).

![Fig. 3. Video stream delay for different codecs (QCIF resolution, intra mode).](image)

We have noticed that coding-decoding delay in inter-15 mode is usually higher than in intra mode. At low resolution images (QCIF), the number of packets generated by both methods is very low. So, in the overall video flow delay, using intra mode is faster (Fig. 4). However, for medium and large resolution images (CIF, D1) the number of packets generated with intra mode is significantly greater than inter-15. So, in terms of overall video delay, inter-15 mode is faster than intra mode.

### 3.2 Navigation commands delay

The other flow of data carries navigation commands from the client to the server in order to teleoperate the robot. The available navigation commands are the following: move forward/backward, turn left/right, increase/decrease speed, and stop. We send navigation
commands in very small TCP packets. We use TCP protocol instead of UDP protocol because it guarantees reliable and in-order delivery of navigation commands. The first delay we find corresponds with the time elapsed since the user issues a navigation command until the server receives it. We label this delay as $nd1$. When the server receives a navigation command it immediately sends the order to the robot hardware. By $nd2$ we indicate the time elapsed since the server sends the order until the robot begins to execute it (and it can proceed to wait for another command). We have measured the average time for executing one navigation command, resulting in the following delays: 22.3, 12.2, and 18.3 ms required by forward/backward, turn and stop commands, respectively.

### 3.3 Overall delay
The overall delay indicates the time the prototype takes for a complete teleoperation action (control loop). It will depend on several factors: frame size, codec used, compression level, navigation command, network status, etc. For example, if we send a forward moving command using an MPEG-4 codec in *intra* mode, a medium level of compression and QCIF video format, we will have an overall delay of 30.78 ms (video delay + navigation command delay). The same configuration but with CIF video format will give an overall delay of 53.31 and 49.9 ms for *intra* and *inter-15* coding modes, respectively.

### 4. Simulation Tests
Now, we will analyze the video codec behavior under a scenario with and without packet losses. Bit error patterns are not considered here since IEEE 802.11 network technology uses ACKs for every packet, so the only delivery error is packet loss. In the scenario represented in Fig. 1, the access point (US Robotics USR8054) uses an MTU of 1300 bytes (when working in turbo mode) so removing the IP and UDP headers, we will have a maximum RTP packet size of 1272 bytes. We have done our tests with a pair of packet sizes, 1272 and 512 bytes (512 bytes is the default payload size used by some traffic generators). RTP library can be configured to randomly drop packets with a specific PLR (Packet Loss Ratio), so we have used this feature to simulate an error prone environment.

![Fig. 5. R/D performance: objective PSNR quality comparison.](www.intechopen.com)
In Fig. 5 we show the R/D (Rate/Distortion) performance of the evaluated codecs with Foreman (QCIF) video sequence and no packet losses. This figure shows what we obtained in most of our loss-free tests: at similar bitrates H.264/AVC offers the best quality (nearly followed by VP7) and MPEG-4 offers the worst quality with difference. In Fig. 6 we can perceive the subjective quality difference between the codecs for the first frame of the video sequence, compressed at the lowest bitrate.

4.1 Simulated packet losses (evaluation)
In Fig. 7 we evaluate the behavior of the selected video codecs when the video delivery system begins to lose packets. We have used Foreman (QCIF) video sequence working in intra mode, a medium compression level, and a fixed packet size of 1272 bytes. We show the R/D results with different PLR values. It can be seen that in absence of packet losses H.264/AVC and VP7 get similar results, much better than the ones obtained by MPEG-4. It can also be seen that H.264/AVC does not fall as much as VP7 when PLR increases.

Fig. 7. R/D performance of codecs under packet losses.
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In Fig. 5 we show the R/D (Rate/Distortion) performance of the evaluated codecs with Foreman (QCIF) video sequence and no packet losses. This figure shows what we obtained in most of our loss-free tests: at similar bitrates H.264/AVC offers the best quality (nearly followed by VP7) and MPEG-4 offers the worst quality with difference. In Fig. 6 we can perceive the subjective quality difference between the codecs for the first frame of the video sequence, compressed at the lowest bitrate.

4.1 Simulated packet losses (evaluation)

In Fig. 7 we evaluate the behavior of the selected video codecs when the video delivery system begins to lose packets. We have used Foreman (QCIF) video sequence working in intra mode, a medium compression level, and a fixed packet size of 1272 bytes. We show the R/D results with different PLR values. It can be seen that in absence of packet losses H.264/AVC and VP7 get similar results, much better than the ones obtained by MPEG-4. It can also be seen that H.264/AVC does not fall as much as VP7 when PLR increases.

Fig. 8. Resilience of intra and inter compression modes.

Fig. 8 shows the video quality measures for Foreman (QCIF) video sequence using H.264/AVC codec with a medium compression level and a packet size of 512 bytes. Here, we show the difference between intra and inter modes in terms of error resilience. The main reason that explains the lower error resilience behavior of inter mode coding is due to the propagation of errors to several frames. So, if we find an error when decoding one frame, this error will propagate to those frames that require the former one to be reconstructed. As a consequence, the reconstructed video quality will be significantly reduced.

In our tests we realized that, at a fixed PLR, the use of big packet sizes introduces more distortion than using small packet sizes (Fig. 9). But, as we will see later, at real scenarios, the use of small packets produces more packets to send and therefore there are more probabilities for them to get lost, so small packets provide a higher PLR and, as a consequence, a worse video quality.

Fig. 9. R/D comparison for two packet sizes (intra mode, PLR=5%).
The most outstanding outcomes for the tests we have performed are that, in general, at the same bitrates H.264/AVC and VP7 offer better quality than MPEG-4 (remember that in section 3 we observed that MPEG-4 was the faster codec) and 

\textit{intra} mode is more error resilient than \textit{inter} mode.

5. Real Scenarios Tests

We have performed two test sets under real scenarios. The first one was in an environment with no background traffic, and the second one was in an environment with different levels of background traffic load. All the tests have been done indoor with the robot moving forward at a constant speed of 55 cm/s. It starts moving at the beginning of a corridor nearby the access point (where it has 100% signal strength) and goes away during 110 seconds up to the end of the corridor, where the signal gets lost (see Fig. 10). Traffic Sender and Traffic Receiver are both static and near the access point. We have used Coastguard (CIF) video sequence concatenated ten times (so it has a length of 3000 frames and is 100 seconds long) with a frame rate of 30 fps. We have setup the codecs to provide a bitrate of 2 Mbps in \textit{intra} mode.

![Fig. 10. Signal strength and PLR for different packet sizes.](image)

First, we have done some tests with MPEG-4 codec to evaluate the system performance for different packet sizes without background traffic (unloaded network). In Fig. 10, the packet size that gets the lowest PLR is 1472 bytes (maximum size for an Ethernet MTU of 1500 bytes). So, from now on, we will fix the packet size to 1472 bytes.

The second set of tests was done introducing different background traffic loads in the system network. We have used D-ITG (D-ITG, 2009) traffic generator and D-ITG GUI (D-ITG-GUI, 2009) graphical interface in both sender and receiver to inject background traffic (CBR UDP stream) to our WLAN. For these tests we have used all codecs in \textit{intra} mode with a packet size of 1472 bytes (as mentioned above). We have injected seven different background traffic loads: from 2048 to 3277 Kbps. Traffic loads under 2048 Kbps have a negligible incidence on the video flow delivery and those over 3277 Kbps drive the network to a saturation state.

![Fig. 11. Jitter comparison at different background traffic loads (MPEG-4 video codec).](image)

![Fig. 12. PLR evolution using MPEG-4 codec with different background traffic loads.](image)
The most outstanding outcomes for the tests we have performed are that, in general, at the same bitrates H.264/AVC and VP7 offer better quality than MPEG-4 (remember that in section 3 we observed that MPEG-4 was the faster codec) and intra mode is more error resilient than inter mode.

5. Real Scenarios Tests

We have performed two test sets under real scenarios. The first one was in an environment with no background traffic, and the second one was in an environment with different levels of background traffic load. All the tests have been done indoor with the robot moving forward at a constant speed of 55 cm/s. It starts moving at the beginning of a corridor nearby the access point (where it has 100% signal strength) and goes away during 110 seconds up to the end of the corridor, where the signal gets lost (see Fig. 10). Traffic Sender and Traffic Receiver are both static and near the access point. We have used Coastguard (CIF) video sequence concatenated ten times (so it has a length of 3000 frames and is 100 seconds long) with a frame rate of 30 fps. We have setup the codecs to provide a bitrate of 2 Mbps in intra mode.

First, we have done some tests with MPEG-4 codec to evaluate the system performance for different packet sizes without background traffic (unloaded network). In Fig. 10, the packet size that gets the lowest PLR is 1472 bytes (maximum size for an Ethernet MTU of 1500 bytes). So, from now on, we will fix the packet size to 1472 bytes.

The second set of tests was done introducing different background traffic loads in the system network. We have used D-ITG (D-ITG, 2009) traffic generator and D-ITG GUI (D-ITG-GUI, 2009) graphical interface in both sender and receiver to inject background traffic (CBR UDP stream) to our WLAN. For these tests we have used all codecs in intra mode with a packet size of 1472 bytes (as mentioned above). We have injected seven different background traffic loads: from 2048 to 3277 Kbps. Traffic loads under 2048 Kbps have a negligible incidence on the video flow delivery and those over 3277 Kbps drive the network to a saturation state.

In Fig. 11, a comparison of experienced jitter (average packet delay variance) during the session is shown under different background traffic loads. The observed jitter shows a different behavior with respect background traffic (network contention) and received signal strength.

When the signal strength is above 50%, the jitter fluctuations are mainly due to network contention (background traffic). However, when signal strength is below 50%, the jitter wildly changes, amplifying the effect that traffic background has over it.

In Fig. 12, we show the time-average PLR in a session where MPEG-4 was used with different background traffic loads (as reference we show the results without background traffic). As it can be seen, packet losses are directly influenced by signal strength and traffic load for all the region of coverage, in a similar fashion than in Fig. 10.

In Fig. 12, a comparison of experienced jitter (average packet delay variance) during the session is shown under different background traffic loads. The observed jitter shows a different behavior with respect background traffic (network contention) and received signal strength.

When the signal strength is above 50%, the jitter fluctuations are mainly due to network contention (background traffic). However, when signal strength is below 50%, the jitter wildly changes, amplifying the effect that traffic background has over it.

In Fig. 12, we show the time-average PLR in a session where MPEG-4 was used with different background traffic loads (as reference we show the results without background traffic). As it can be seen, packet losses are directly influenced by signal strength and traffic load for all the region of coverage, in a similar fashion than in Fig. 10.
In Fig. 13 we show the reconstructed video quality of the received video sequence using the MPEG-4 codec and a background traffic load of 2259 Kbps. We show the evolution of PSNR (each point represents the average PSNR of 30 frames) and the time-average PSNR. It can be seen that when a packet or a burst of packets is lost the PSNR falls drastically (we have found a PSNR decay of up to 15 dB for a single frame). This situation appears in those areas where the received signal strength is under 50%. In those situations there are a lot of lost packets, typically in bursty fashion. So, in most cases, the frame can not be reconstructed (the frame is declared as lost) or, if the codec has enough information for decoding the frame, the quality of the frame recovered is too low.

In Fig. 14 we compare the selected codecs and the video quality they provide with two different traffic loads. As it can be seen, the H.264/AVC video codec always obtains better results than the other two, showing the same behavior than the one observed without packet losses. However, VP7 shows lower performance than MPEG-4, since this codec is not able to reconstruct a frame when the first part of it is missing. So, to avoid VP7 crashing, we drop the incomplete frame at RTP receiver process. This is the main reason of VP7 low performance.

In this chapter we have analyzed the performance of current commercial video codecs for video streaming through 802.11 networks running in a remotely teleoperated mobile robots testbed. We have developed a client-server application based in DirectX/DirectShow architecture for testing video compression, data delivery and error resilience behavior in a real scenario.

A first analysis was performed to study the teleoperation control loop delays and the performance of video delivery process in order to get a first impression of overall system behavior. For this kind of applications, compression is mandatory for proper operation in order to cope with the minimum video quality and bounded delay demanded by them. The use of video compressors allows us to adjust the required quality without exhausting network resources like available bandwidth and they significantly reduce the control loop delay improving the functionality of this kind of applications.

With respect to packet losses we have observed that H.264/AVC codec is the one that best performance results achieves. Also, we have checked that intra coding mode gets better results than inter mode, since it avoids error propagation. In the packetization process, the RTP packet size determines the resulting application bandwidth (goodput). Results show that the longer the packet size is, the higher goodput the application gets.

Finally, we think that telerobotic applications running under standard wireless network technologies like IEEE 802.11 can benefit from the use of state-of-the-art video encoders, like H.264/AVC, to improve throughput, error resilience and real-time feedback.
In Fig. 15 we can see the subjective quality of a reconstructed video. Fig. 15(a) shows frame number 2191 of the video sequence without any compression. This corresponds to second 73 of the sequence. In Fig. 15(b) we can see the same frame after it has been encoded and decoded using VP7 codec (without any loss). For this frame we get a value of 31.47 dB of PSNR. In Fig. 15(c) we can see the same frame after reconstruction in a test where packet loss has occurred. This frame offers a value of 14.50 dB of PSNR.

6. Conclusions

In this chapter we have analyzed the performance of current commercial video codecs for video streaming through 802.11 networks running in a remotely teleoperated mobile robots testbed. We have developed a client-server application based in DirectX/DirectShow architecture for testing video compression, data delivery and error resilience behavior in a real scenario.

A first analysis was performed to study the teleoperation control loop delays and the performance of video delivery process in order to get a first impression of overall system behavior. For this kind of applications, compression is mandatory for proper operation in order to cope with the minimum video quality and bounded delay demanded by them. The use of video compressors allows us to adjust the required quality without exhausting network resources like available bandwidth and they significantly reduce the control loop delay improving the functionality of this kind of applications.

With respect to packet losses we have observed that H.264/AVC codec is the one that best performance results achieves. Also, we have checked that intra coding mode gets better results than inter mode, since it avoids error propagation. In the packetization process, the RTP packet size determines the resulting application bandwidth (goodput). Results show that the longer the packet size is, the higher goodput the application gets.

Finally, we think that telerobotic applications running under standard wireless network technologies like IEEE 802.11 can benefit from the use of state-of-the-art video encoders, like H.264/AVC, to improve throughput, error resilience and real-time feedback.
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Mobile robots navigation includes different interrelated activities: (i) perception, as obtaining and interpreting sensory information; (ii) exploration, as the strategy that guides the robot to select the next direction to go; (iii) mapping, involving the construction of a spatial representation by using the sensory information perceived; (iv) localization, as the strategy to estimate the robot position within the spatial map; (v) path planning, as the strategy to find a path towards a goal location being optimal or not; and (vi) path execution, where motor actions are determined and adapted to environmental changes. The book addresses those activities by integrating results from the research work of several authors all over the world. Research cases are documented in 32 chapters organized within 7 categories next described.
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